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proactive vulnerability scans
Unaddressed vulnerabilities are the most common reason

for data breaches
Quickly discover, prioritize, and remediate vulnerabilities

Protect your clients' with continuous vulnerability management

From start to finish, Choice CyberSecurity leverages the best scanning tools in
the world to perform risk assessments, identify vulnerabilities, and quickly
remediate issues.

Our Vulnerability Management as a Service doesn't stop there because neither
does the threat. We continuously scan and monitor your environment with a
comprehensive approach that identifies software defects and
misconfigurations, protects your critical assets, and secures your data.

Vulnerability
Management

Minimize Exposure and Potential Breaches

We offer in depth reporting to provide a full overview of your vulnerability
status, empowering you with performance and trends as improvements are
made over time. This data will help you measure your reduced risk and provide
proof of compliance.

Technology is changing dramatically, and everybody is plugging everything into
the network. Unless you have the right tools, it's nearly impossible to
understand your risk. And any device that isn't scanned for vulnerabilities could
be the on ramp to a potential breach of your entire network. We have a solution
that reduces risk and meets compliance.

As a fully managed solution, you can be assured that we will work diligently to
stay one step ahead of the hackers to keep your systems safe and secure.
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Assess

The initial scan combs through your entire network, discovering all of your internal
and external vulnerabilities.
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Remediate

Rescan

Ongoing Scans

Keeping Up

After the vulnerabilities are revealed, we will prioritize the critical and high risk
issues to quickly fix and patch them and to mitigate risk.

Once the system is brought up to an acceptable level of risk, we will rescan the
systems and compare them to the baseline scan to verify the fixes are in place.

We will continuously scan for new vulnerabilities to maintain an acceptable
level of risk so your business stays safe and secure.

We will maintain security over time by scanning and fixing the vulnerabilities and
showing you comparison reports on a regular basis that prove compliance.

Compliance and Best Practices




